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January 28, 2016

Dear Decision-makers,

This letter supports the efforts to keep our community treasure, Proyecto Jardin, at its 
current location. This letter also supports the community that is deeply connected to this 
oasis and uses this haven to escape the concrete jungle and connect to the land. 

For small organizations such as Proyecto Jardin and many others in communities of color, we 
find ourselves stretching dollars far beyond what we think is possible, but we do so because 
our communities need it. Our spaces matter too, and in this changing environment where 
space is now looked upon with a rapidly increasing price tag, it becomes even more difficult 
to serve our communities effectively. When we divert resources from our primary missions 
to address threats of displacement, our ability to fulfill our mission and heal the years of 
trauma brought on by various factors is jeopardized. Through that work, the trust that is built 
between the service provider and residents is a fragile one. Furthermore, when 
organizations that they trust are uprooted, replacing the need and rebuilding that bond is 
extremely difficult and rarely successful, as evidenced by the empty lot that was the South 
Central Farm.

Although to some this may be a small parcel of land that serves what may be considered a 
small handful of individuals - the impact that this space has had on the eastside community 
has been legendary. How can you replace that?

Many times the organizations that create trends rarely benefit from the work they help 
spearhead because we look at our small organizations as lacking the capacity to operate in a 
structure that is based on bottom lines. Let’s build up the capacity of these organizations 
such as Proyecto Jardin. The greening of Boyle Heights should not, and cannot, happen 
without them.

We urge you to renew a long-term lease for Proyecto Jardin and consider supporting this 
marvelous organization in other ways.

Sincerely,

Joel Garcia     Betty Avila
Director of Programs & Operations  Associate Director
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